
Resuing Resemblane: Responding to Common Objetions toResemblane-Based Theories of RefereneJoel ParthemorePAICS Researh GroupDepartment of InformatisUniversity of SussexFalmer, Brighton, UK-AbstratI begin by onsidering what a resemblane-based theory of referene entails. One of the primaryarguments against resemblane-based theories omes from Nelson Goodman, whose argument inessene is that resemblane is symmetrial while representation and referene are not. I argue thatloser examination of both the onepts of resemblane and referene, in the light of a disussion oflevels and meta-levels, signi�antly weakens this argument. By reonsidering our notion of referene,the apparent re�exivity of self-referene will also appear not to be a problem. Jesse Prinz, whoendorses the main thrust of Goodman's argument, o�ers another means of resuing resemblaneby relieving resemblane of part of its intentional burden. This is useful as a theory of referenethat relies entirely on visual resemblane remains problemati (not all onepts are visual), and onethat generalizes the notion of resemblane risks over-generalization (everything ends up resemblingeverything). Both my own argument in support of resemblane-based theories and the one I interpretfrom Prinz then serve as a means of answering other familiar objetions to resemblane-based theories.1 IntrodutionIn disussing theories of onepts, a resemblane-based theory of referene says that the relationshipbetween a onept and its referent is, partially or entirely, one of resemblane: not only must mostonepts possess internal struture (allowing room for atomi onepts), but the struture of the oneptmust be to some degree isomorphi to the struture of the referent.Conepts are often presented as being mental representations. At least to the layman, �representation�implies some, at least minimal, degree of resemblane: something is a good representation of an objet tothe extent that it bears some resemblane to the original. (This, often, is what anti-representationalistsare reating most strongly against. So for example it might be argued that Kevin O'Regan and AlvaNöe are not so muh anti-representational as anti-resemblane.)Resemblane-based theories, and the related imagist theories, have ertain attrations. Many philoso-phers, not least of them Loke, have been interpreted as resorting to them. Jesse Prinz lists the attrations(he is disussing imagism, but the same attrations apply to resemblane-based theories): they providea ready theory of onept aquisition from pereptual states; they seem to handle ategorization well;they �t with at least some experimental psyhology results; they tend to be parsimonious theories [6,pp. 26-28℄.Although various ontemporary theories of onepts inluding Prinz's own proxytype theory appear torequire some room for resemblane, and resemblane is a truly di�ult thing to avoid entirely (espeiallyfor the onept empiriists)1, it is almost universally aknowledged to be problemati. As Prinz notes:. . . Any two objets resemble eah other in one way or another, but this does not mean thatevery objet refers to everything else [6, p. 31℄.1Indeed the only way to avoid resemblane entirely may be something like Jerry Fodor's informational atomism.1



In partiular, resemblane is symmetri (if one thing resembles another, then the seond resembles the�rst) and re�exive (any thing, it is said, resembles itself maximally); referene is in most ases neithersymmetri nor re�exive.2 The Argument from SymmetryNearly everyone disussing this area seems to refer at some point bak to Nelson Goodman and his book,LANGUAGES OF ART. From the opening onward, his position on resemblane-based theories islear:The most naive view of representation might perhaps be put something like this: �A representsB if and only if A appreiably resembles B �, or �A represents B to the extent that A resemblesB �. Vestiges of this view, with assorted re�nements, persist in most writing on representation.Yet more error ould hardly be ompressed into so short a formula [4, p. 3℄.Goodman ontinues:Again, unlike representation, resemblane is symmetri: B is as muh like A as A is like B,but while a painting may represent the Duke of Wellington, the Duke doesn't represent thepainting [4, p. 4℄.This �argument from symmetry�, as I will refer to it, is one of the standard arguments against resemblane-based theories of referene: indeed, probably the most ommon. Goodman is talking about representa-tion, but the argument applies equally well to referene, and that is how it is very often used.There are two ways of responding to this: one is to onsider what we atually mean by resemblane andwhether the apparent symmetry of resemblane poses a fatal hallenge to resemblane-based referene.The seond is to remove part of the burden for referene from resemblane (what we might also allthe intentional burden) and attribute it to some other mehanism, so that referene is partly based onresemblane and partly not. Though not an approah endorsed by Goodman (for reasons we will see),this is for example what I understand Prinz to do.2.1 The Nature of ResemblaneWhat does Goodman mean by �as muh like�? A lot turns on this phrase, and on the fae of it, it seemsunfortunately vague. He might be saying that A resembles B preisely as B resembles A. But howoften, if ever, is that the ase?It does seem true that if one thing resembles another, then the seond thing resembles the �rst. It is lessobvious that if one thing resembles another that the seond thing will resemble the �rst in preisely thesame manner . This, I will argue, is what Goodman's argument needs in order to work, at least in orderto be a fatal argument against resemblane-based theories of referene. If the nature of the resemblanein the one diretion is any way di�erent from the nature of the resemblane in the other, then there isno problem with referene attahing to resemblane.How might we represent this symbolially? If we take ⊗ to be the property �resembles�, then (A ⊗ B) ⇒
(B ⊗ A): �'A resembles B' implies 'B resembles A' �. On the other hand, preise equivalene wouldlook like this: (A ⊗ B) = (B ⊗ A): �'A resembles B' is equivalent to 'B resembles A� '. If resemblaneis fully symmetrial, than these two propositions will express the same ontent. That follows diretlyfrom the de�nition of symmetry. But I will argue that it is only rarely the ase that A resembles B inthe preise way that B resembles A, and that these ases do not, on their own, pose any problem forresemblane-based referene. Full symmetry may be an essential aspet of resemblane simpliiter forphilosophers, but it is not how people normally think about resemblane.
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Consider the Duke of Wellington and his portrait. Let us assume that the portrait is of su�ient qualityand photographi style that to any viewer who knows the Duke, the portrait an only be taken as animage of the Duke; and the Duke an only be taken as the person in the portrait. But that is not to saythat even on the most super�ial of levels the Duke and his portrait are idential. Indeed in many ways,they have little in ommon. Consider:Contrast an image of a at (suh as a photograph) with a real at. The real at is a mammal,furry, alive, eighteen inhes long (say), and omposed of �esh and blood, while the image isnot a mammal, not furry, not alive, �ve inhes long (say), and omposed of paper and Kodakhemials [3, p. 74℄.So there are ertain things about the Duke that resemble the portrait, and there are ertain things aboutthe portrait that resemble the Duke. The resemblane is, as Goldberg and Pessin point out, super�ial:only skin- (or anvas-) deep, and even then it might not do to look too losely, for skin and anvas are notsuh similar things. Indeed we might say that the relationship is not between the painting as a physialobjet and the Duke but between the sense of the painting � the meaning it's intended to onvey � andthe Duke; the anvas, as it were, is inidental, and the artist might have used some other medium to getthe message aross.Still, there is a bi-diretional one-to-one mapping between aspets of the Duke and aspets of the portrait.What is missing for full symmetry?Let us, for sake of argument, translate �as muh like� into �(as muh) a likeness of�. Ask people whoknow the Duke whether the portrait is a good likeness of the Duke, and you will surely get a �yes� ora �no� answer. Ask the same people whether the Duke is a good likeness of his portrait, and you will,I think, get some very puzzled expressions. (It would be interesting to test this experimentally.) Theportrait may be a good likeness of the man, but the man is not a good, or a bad, likeness of the portrait:at least, we wouldn't normally say this. Neither would we say that someone is a good likeness of himself.�Likeness�, aording to the ditionary, means �opy� or �portrait�. That makes the portrait by truism alikeness of the Duke. But the Duke is not a portrait of his portrait.Consider the word �opy�. The portrait resembles the Duke by being, in ertain aspets, a opy of theDuke, or a opy of ertain aspets of the Duke. But the Duke is not a opy of his portrait, even thoughhe does resemble it. What is going on here?The portrait is an abstration away from the �real� Duke, disarding most details and hoosing tofous on a few external features. It ontains no information, at least not expliitly, about his internalomposition: either physially (his internal organs) or mentally (his thoughts or intentions). Even muhor most information about his external appearane is disarded. No matter how photographi its quality,the portrait annot give us even the same visual information as if we were in the presene of the Dukelooking at him, for our eyes provide us depth pereption that the portrait annot. From the originalto the opy, there is a substantive and qualitative loss of information. That relationship is learlyone-diretional.The Duke, on the other hand, resembles his portrait by virtue of being the embodiment of the imagein the portrait. The �real� Duke �lls in all the details that the portrait of neessity leaves out. Thoughthere is resemblane in both diretions, the resemblane in the one diretion is subtly but importantlydi�erent from the resemblane in the other.2.2 Levels and Meta-levelsConsider an example from geometry: a square and a ube. A square an be desribed as a two-dimensional abstration away from a ube, whih has three dimensions. All information about heightand volume has been disarded. I an use a square as a portrait of a ube, as indeed a ube viewed froma ertain angle will appear to be a simple square. But, even though a ube is omposed of squares, aube is not in any sense a portrait of a (single) square. If I held up a square drawn on a piee of paper3



and said, �this is a ube�, I think I would be universally understood. If I held up a ube and said, �thisis a square�, someone would surely orret me; or I would simply not be understood.Physial dimensions an be viewed as merely a spei� example of a more general priniple about levelsand meta-levels. By �level� we simply mean a ertain perspetive; another level is then either an abstra-tion away from that level or a level that that level is itself an abstration away from. As one proeedsto meta-levels and meta-meta-levels, there is inreasing abstration: a quantitative and qualitative lossof data. In the other diretion, there is inreasing onreteness: quantitative and qualitative inrease ofdata. The portrait is a portrait of the Duke by virtue of being a meta-level desription of the Duke. Ifit were not a meta-level desription of the Duke, it would not be a portrait of him.To answer the argument from symmetry, the proponent of a resemblane-based theory of referene needonly say that referene relies on the one kind of resemblane that goes from meta-level to (base) level,from abstrat to onrete: �opy� (the portrait) to �original� (the Duke); and not on the resemblane thatgoes the other diretion. The speial ase where resemblane is perfetly symmetrial (the resemblaneof A to B is preisely the same as the resemblane of B to A) need not pose any problem.Consider two idential twins. Say the twins are so lose in appearane that their own parents annot tellthem apart. (Obviously on su�iently lose examination, di�erenes between any two �idential� objetsan always be found; there is no suh thing as a perfet opy. My point is only that there exists a levelof analysis at whih the resemblane is preisely symmetrial.)There is something immediately di�erent here from the Duke and his portrait. Ask someone whether theone twin resembles the other, and you might get a response like, �well, yes; he doesn't just resemble histwin. So far as I an tell he's idential.� Usually when we're talking about resemblane, we're referringto ases of similarity, not identity. One example of this is the �opying by abstration� desribed above,where the opy is something less than the original. Another would be a statement like �my friend Generesembles Robert De Niro�. Note that I may well be less inlined to say that �Robert De Niro resemblesmy friend Gene�, for the resemblane seems to work di�erently the other way around. Gene may besomehow a opy of Robert De Niro (when I look at Gene I think of Robert De Niro), but Robert De Nironeed not be a opy in the same way of Gene (so that when I look at Robert De Niro I think of Gene).But leaving those onsiderations aside and returning to our idential twins: the important onsiderationhere for referene is that there is no level and meta-level. The one twin is not in a meta-level relationshipto the other. In short, perfet resemblane is the wrong kind of resemblane for referene.It is time to reonsider how we de�ne referene. In linguistis, referene is the relationship between nounsor pronouns and the objets they name. Likewise we talk about referene as the relationship betweenonepts and the things they are about: in the ase of physial objets, the objets they pik out in the�real� world; in the ase of more abstrat entities like �peae� or �justie�, the shared ideas or values theypik out. In any ase, I want to argue that referene always requires a relationship between meta-level(i.e., the word or the onept) and level (what the word or onept �piks out�). Referene requires thesetwo logial levels of disussion, as between word and referent, onept and referent, mention and use, ormeta-language and language: one level more abstrat, the other more onrete; it is probably inoherentwithout them. Referene is a relationship from more abstrat to more onrete. By this de�nition,referene annot be symmetrial beause meta-level and level will never be the same.2.3 Re�exivity and Self-refereneGoodman writes:An objet resembles itself to the maximum degree but rarely represents itself; resemblane,unlike representation, is re�exive [4, p. 4℄.
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Again, we an read �referene� for �representation�. My intuitions disagree here with Goodman: as Isaid before, resemblane is usually taken to refer to ases of similarity, not identity. It seems quitereasonable to say that �my friend Gene resembles Robert De Niro�. It sounds odd to say that �my friendGene resembles my friend Gene� unless I'm talking about two di�erent people. So it's not immediatelylear to me that resemblane is, in ordinary usage, re�exive, beause it is not lear to me that �perfetresemblane� is, in fat, resemblane.What of self-referene: does the de�nition I've just given for referene rule it out? I hope it will beomelear that it doesn't. Rather, it attempts to larify what we mean when we talk about self-referene.In many situations and espeially when we are talking about self-referene, we on�ate meta-level andlevel; but there is still a meta-level/level distintion to be made.Self-referene is, of ourse, generally taken as another name for re�exivity. If ⊗ is the property �refer-enes�, this suggests that A is self-referential if and only if (A⊗A). What I'm arguing is that there'ssomething a bit misleading about self-referene, beause the A on the left-hand side isn't the same thingas the A on the right-hand side; we're on�ating two di�erent things and alling them both A. Thison�ation is, to me, what self-referene is all about. Consider a ouple of paradigmati examples ofself-referene. First a proposition: This sentene has �ve words.The proposition an be approahed on several levels. First there is the sentene as a string of words (orletters, or symbols): its form. Then there is the sense of the sentene, whih is its semanti ontent:what it's saying. We often treat these as being the same, but of ourse, they're not (this is, in e�et, theuse-mention fallay). It's the sense of the sentene that refers bak to the form of the sentene: this ishow we get the self-referene. But the thing referring, the sense, is quite distint from the thing beingreferened: the form. We an think of the form of the sentene as one level, the sense of the sentene asmeta-level. So referene one again is the a relation from meta-level to (base) level.Next onsider the painting The Betrayal of Images by Rene Magritte:
The painting an likewise be approahed on several levels. There is the painting as a physial objet (ora omputer sreen image, or a grid of pixels): it's form. Then there is the sense of the painting: themeaning it's onveying or intended to onvey. The painting is self-referential beause, unlike the ase ofthe Duke's portrait, the sense of the painting refers not outward (to some other objet, like the Duke)but bak to the form of the painting. It tells us that the pipe is, despite appearanes, not a pipe.3 Prinz's SolutionConept empiriists, ommitted to a pereptual basis for onept aquisition, have a natural inlinationtoward some form of resemblane theory. After all, one must somehow get from pereption to oneption.Prinz notes that �Traditionally, onept empiriists have been imagists. They identify onepts withonsious piturelike entities that resemble their referents.� [6, p. 139℄. Although image-based theoriesof onepts are not equivalent to resemblane-based theories of onepts (a point whih Prinz is atsome pains to make), nonetheless imagists typially adopt resemblane-based theories of referene, and5



theorists of resemblane-based onepts typially resort to images as the bearers of resemblane, so thatimage-based theories and resemblane-based theories are often treated together. To the extent thatonept empiriists remain ommitted to some form of imagism and imagists remain ommitted to someform of resemblane-based referene, the onept empiriists will fae whatever problems are inherent inresemblane.Prinz is a onept empiriist. He annot avail himself of the argument presented in the setion abovebeause, unlike me, he aepts Goodman's basi argument from symmetry. If I am orret that hisproxytypes theory still relies on some form of resemblane between the proxytypes and their referents,then he must have another solution. I want to argue that Prinz is able to make use of resemblane bynot having resemblane bear the full burden of referene. This is a solution I an make use of as well.Prinz presents Goodman's argument that resemblane not only fails to provide a full aount of inten-tionality2, it is, in fat, neessarily irrelevant to it.3 But he does not argue for it, either. This is beausehe is, if I am reading him orretly, ommitted to some intentional role for resemblane, even if he takesare not to make it too expliit or hang too muh from it. 43.1 Proxytypes as �Stand Ins�I say this beause his proxytypes are omposed, in part, of prototypes and exemplars, whose internal fea-tures play an intentional role preisely beause of their resemblane to the features of the prototypes' andexemplars' referents. His proxytypes suessfully stand in for their referents in our mental simulationspreisely beause of their resemblane to their referents. Consider:If onepts are proxytypes, thinking is a simulation proess.. . . Tokening a proxytype isgenerally tantamount to entering a pereptual state of the kind one would be in if one wereto experiene the thing it represents. One an simulate the manipulation of real objets bymanipulating proxytypes of them in their absene. The term 'proxytype' onveys the ideathat pereptually derived representations funtion as proxies in suh simulations. They arelike the sale models that stand in for objets during ourtroom reenatments. They allowus to reexperiene past events or antiipate future events [6, p. 150℄.3.2 Informational Semantis Without AtomismFurthermore, although Prinz is an informational semantiist and an use the informational semantisto bear part of the intentional burden5, he is also avowedly not an atomist. [6, p. 164℄ For Fodor,informational semantis and atomism naturally go hand in hand; for Prinz, they neessarily ome apart.Having informational semantis bear part of the intentional burden is extremely handy. Informationalsemantis o�ers an elegant explanation of why onepts and referents go together that an, to a point atleast, ignore the internal struture of both onepts and referents in favor of their reliable o-ourrene.Prinz annot have informational semantis bear all of the burden preisely beause he is not an atomist:his proxytypes have internal struture, and the internal struture plays an intentional role that an onlypartly explained by being �reliable detetors�. To the extent that the features of the proxytype neessarilyresemble the features of the referent, resemblane is also playing a role.2. . .Whih I will onsider for this setion to be synonymous with referene.3�One we have admitted the insu�ieny of resemblane in explaining intentionality, Goodman then argues thatresemblane plays no role at all. Assume that my mental image of a dog annot represent a dog solely in virtue ofresembling one. To explain its intentionality, we might supplement the resemblane story by saying that my dog image isa pereptual state that was initially aused by my seeing a dog. One we have introdued this ausal story, the fat thatmy dog image resembles a dog seems to do no explanatory work.� [6, p. 31℄4It is worth noting that Prinz is ommitted to another form of resemblane that does not play any intentional role.That is the relationship between related proxytypes in one person's mind, as well as between a proxytype in one person'smind and the �same� proxytype in another person's mind. �If you and I agree about the most onspiuous walrus features,then we understand eah other when we use the word 'walrus',� and we engage in similar walrus-direted behaviors. If thepubliity desideratum is intended to explain suh examples of oordination, a theory that predits onsiderable oneptualsimilarity will su�e.� [6, p. 158℄5�. . . Proxytype theory inorporates an informational theory of intentionality.� [6, p. 156℄6



So on the one hand, my onept of RABBIT is a �orret� onept of RABBIT preisely beause it reliablytraks rabbits. On the other, its ability to trak rabbits follows diretly from its onstitutive struture.If my beliefs about rabbits, whih partially onstitute my onept of RABBIT, are su�iently divergentfrom reality, then my onept of RABBIT will no longer reliably trak rabbits, and the propositions Imake about rabbits will in similar measure beome suspet.3.3 Towards a SolutionPrinz's answer begins with abandoning a ertain naive form of imagism:To bring onept empiriism up to date, one must abandon the view that onepts areonsious pitures. Contemporary ognitive siene helps in this endeavor by identifying arih variety of highly strutured, unonsious pereptual representations. . . . I argue thatsuh representations an be used to form onepts [6, p. 139℄.Note that the representations are still pereptually based. Continuing on, Prinz appeals to a range ofdi�erent types of representations, only some of whih may involve resemblane-based intentionality:The representations postulated by ontemporary aounts of pereptual proessing are quitedi�erent from the simple images postulated by traditional empiriists. . . . First, by pos-tulating multiple levels of proessing and multiple ell types, urrent theories of pereptionarm the ontemporary empiriist with a range of representations to work with. This marksa signi�ant advane over lassial empiriists, who typially envisioned only one kind ofpereptual representation in eah modality [6, p. 143, emphasis mine℄.Prinz is talking there about pereptual representations as prior to proxytype formation, but the ideaarries over:A proxytype an be a detailed multimodal representation, a single visual model, or even amental representation of a word (e.g., an auditory image of the word �dog�) [6, p. 149℄.In sum: Prinz is a onept empiriist; onept empiriists are predisposed to favor explanations involvingresemblane; having resemblane bear the full intentional burden is problemati, if not neessarily forthe reasons Goodman gives in the argument from symmetry; Prinz's solution is to relieve resemblaneof part of its intentional burden.4 Other Objetions to Resemblane4.1 The Argument from Over-GeneralizationThis is the argument, alluded to in the introdution, that resemblane-based theories of referene over-generalize beause resemblane itself over-generalizes: after all, it is said, everything resembles everythingelse, to some extent, but everything does not referene everything else. This argument is really just avariant on the argument from symmetry.If the response I gave for the argument from symmetry works � that the general notion of resemblanemasks a number of related but distint notions of resemblane, and referene only attahes to one ofthem � then it should work for this argument as well. It's not lear that �everything resembles everythingelse� is saying anything meaningful; the phrase �to some extent� is telling, beause in most ases theresemblane will be minimal. Consider, for example, a newborn baby and a set of egg beaters with arotary handle. Most people would be inlined to say that the baby and the egg beaters don't resembleeah other at all. We pik out two things as resembling eah other preisely beause we see a similaritythat is di�erent from the minimal way in whih everything resembles everything.4.2 The Argument from Under-GeneralizationIf resemblane might, on the fae of it at least, seem to over-generalize, there is another sense it whihit would seem not to generalize enough. Consider George Berkeley's disussion of triangles. At least ifone's resemblane-based aount is imagisti � that is, onepts are images � how does one explain one's7



onept of a triangle exept by virtue of images of spei� triangles, whih must be either salene, orisoseles, or equilateral?The resemblane theory also su�ers from more internal problems. For example, it struggleswith our ability to think in an abstrat or general way. How is it we an think thoughts likeTruth is a virtue or All triangles are trilateral? How ould a mental image resemble �truth�or �virtue�? And as Bishop Berkeley pointed out regarding triangles two enturies ago, anymental image you invoke would be of a partiular triangle (right angled or not, isoseles ornot, large or small, et.); no partiular image ould resemble all triangles. But then, how anthe resemblane theory explain our ability to think about all triangles? [3, p. 75℄Berekey's solution was to take spei� images of triangles but ignore spei� aspets of them in favor ofthe universal ones. [1, pp. 14-19℄ What Berkeley intended as a powerful argument in favor of imagism isoften taken as one of the most powerful arguments against it, sine most people would want to say thatthey possess a general onept of triangle that is not aptured (as Berkeley would have it) by any set ofof partiular triangles.Fodor raises a losely related onern to Goldberg and Pessin:Consider the thought that John is tall. Clearly the thought is true only of the state of a�airsonsisting of John's being tall. A theory of the semanti properties of a thought shouldtherefore explain how this partiular thought is related to this partiular state of a�airs.Aording to the resemblane theory, entertaining the thought involves having a mentalimage that shows John to be tall. To put it another way, the relation between the thoughtthat John is tall and his being tall is like the relation between a tall man and his portrait.The di�ulty with the resemblane theory is that any portrait showing John to be tall mustalso show him to be many other things: lothed or naked, lying, standing or sitting, having ahead or not having one, and so on. A portrait of a tall man who is sitting down resembles aman's being seated as muh as it resembles a man's being tall. On the resemblane theory, itis not lear what distinguishes thoughts about John's height from thoughts about his posture[2, p. 76℄.Either it must be the ase that all we have by way of onepts of John are a set of apparently unrelatedmental portraits with no struture to hold them together, or (as Fodor suggests) we have a single portraitthat has to do multiple duty: a portrait of John's being tall that also somehow impliitly shows himseated or lying down. The former seems unwieldy, the latter unworkable. What seems laking is a generalnotion of John that abstrats away from all the spei� images of him.Taken another way, this is the familiar argument that images are inherently ambiguous: e.g., Wittgen-stein's example of an image of a man limbing a hill that ould also be an image of a man desending ahill. Indeed, this is how Goldberg and Pessin read Fodor.6There are two obvious responses to what I'm alling the argument from under-generalization. The �rstis that this is only a problem for resemblane-based theories if resemblane bears all of the burden ofreferene. Prinz has already given us reason to onsider why we might not want to do that. In partiular,abstrat onepts like �triangle� or �virtue�, preisely beause they are not inherently imagisti onepts,need not depend on resemblane at all for their referene.On the other hand, one ould argue that a resemblane-based theory need not limit itself to imagistionepts: one ould generalize the notion of resemblane and talk about isomorphi relations betweenparts of the abstrat onept and parts of the abstrat entity that it's referening. This might seemto make things worse for resemblane-based theories by leaving an already under-onstrained onept6�Finally, as Fodor. . . points out, there's a real problem in explaining the propositional nature of our thinking. . . .Consider a thought like Fred has short hair. Any image of Fred will represent many of Fred's aspets besides his hair. Itmight show how tall he is or how heavy he is or what his eyebrows are like, whether he's sitting or standing, and so on. If tothink about Fred is to invoke an image of Fred, as resemblane theorists laim, then what image ould distinguish betweenthe thoughts that Fred has short hair and that he is tall, heavy, and so on? Sine, in a word, images are ambiguous whilethinking in general is not, images seem ill-suited as a medium of thinking. The resemblane theorist, who relies on images,is in trouble.� [3, p. 75℄ 8



of resemblane even less onstrained, plaing us bak in the situation, perhaps, where everything reallydoes resemble everything else.Still, this needn't neessarily follow, providing our notion of resemblane (the kind I am suggestingattahes to referene) is su�iently onstrained to begin with and so long as like goes with like: justas a physial objet resembles another physial objet (and never an abstrat entity), so an imagistionept will resemble the physial objet it referenes (and not some abstrat entity). Likewise just as anabstrat entity like liberty resembles another abstrat entity like equality (and never a physial objet),so an abstrat onept will resemble the abstrat entity it referenes (and not a physial objet). At theleast, it seems an avenue worth further exploration.5 ConlusionsAs muh as I onfess, like the onept empiriists, to favoring some form of resemblane-based intention-ality, I have not attempted in this paper to give arguments in its favor so muh as to show why familiararguments against resemblane-based theories need not be fatal. In partiular, I argue that Goodman'sargument from symmetry is not all that it appears. The problem lies with our notions of resemblane andreferene. I have argued that resemblane only appears to be symmetrial beause the broader notionof resemblane masks related but distint types of resemblane. By identifying these di�erent kinds ofresemblane, we are able to attah referene to the orret one, and the argument from symmetry losesmuh of its fore. Just as, I argue, referene an be seen as always being a relationship aross logiallevels (from meta-level to [base℄ level), so, too, one type of resemblane an be seen as involving a similarrelationship aross logial levels.Even if resemblane simpliiter is taken to be the symmetrial form of resemblane, the diretional notionof resemblane I have identi�ed quali�es as a suitable bearer of intentionality. If alling this diretionalentity resemblane onfuses it with the broader notion of resemblane, then it warrants having a newname.Even if the argument from symmetry does not blok all use of resemblane-based intentionality, stillthere appear to be genuine problems with having resemblane bear the full intentional burden. Prinz'sproxytypes theory o�ers another means of resuing resemblane by relieving resemblane of part of thatburden. It also provides an additional tool for answering some of the other objetions to resemblanebesides the argument from symmetry.Referenes[1℄ Berkeley, George (1969). THE PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN KNOWLEDGE, ed. R.S. Wool-house, Harmandsworth: Penguin.[2℄ Fodor, Jerry (1998). The Mind-Body Problem, PHILOSOPHY THEN AND NOW: An In-trodutory Text with Readings, ed. N. Sott Arnold, Theodore Benditt, and George Graham,Blakwell Publishers.[3℄ Goldberg, Sanford and Andrew Pessin (1977). GRAY MATTERS: An Introdution to thePhilosophy of Mind, M.E. Sharpe.[4℄ Goodman, Nelson (1976). LANGUAGES OF ART: An Approah to a Theory of Symbols,Hakett Publishing Company.[5℄ Hofstadter, Douglas (1979). GODEL, ESCHER, BACH: an Eternal Golden Braid, HarvesterPress.[6℄ Prinz, Jesse (2004). FURNISHING THE MIND: Conepts and their Pereptual Basis,MIT Press.
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